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linguistic ANALYSIS

A diachronic perspective
by lynn E henrichsen

the past four decades have been tur-
bulent

which came to be called the audio lingual
ones for the fields of linguistics method soon became dominant it was

psychology and consequently language built upon the linguisticlinguistlinguisticpsychologicalicpica psychologicalsychologicalsychological
teaching theories and the practices that thinking of the time which emphasized the
have accompanied them have come and differences between languages and which
gone with almost startling frequency viewed the task of learning a second lan-

guagealthough not without considerable con-
troversy

as being distinctly different from the
troversy it will be the purpose of this paper acquisition of a mother tongue lado 1957
to present a limited diachronic description v and prator 1979 it carefully avoavoidedidedaided

of the different methods 0oftahguager1ifiguage analysis student errors and used the predictive
which have in turn dominated the language powers attributed to the strong version of
learningteachinglearning teaching field since 1945 and the the contrastive analysis hypothesis to
controversies which have accompanied the determine the content of language teaching
rise and demise of each this presentation materials by 1957 contrastive analysis
will be necessarily brief and generalized but CA had become so popular that it was
it is hoped that it will serve as more than just extended to include culture as well as
an introductory overview of the different language
methods ofjilqgiocof jmguistic analysis which have the plan of the book rests on the
been and are currently heihelbeingng used in the assumption that we can predict and
study of second language teachinglearningteaching learning describe the patterns that will cause
acquisition As important as the particular difficulty in learning and those that
theoretical and practical bases of these will not cause difficulty by comparing
controversies and trends is the overall systematically the language and cul-

tureimpression of instability brought about by to be learned with the native lan-
guageoverreactionoverreaction As the field is considered from and culture of the student

such a perspective one is tempted to ask lado 1957vii1957 vii
will the pendulum ever stop swinging this dominance by CA theory was well

A hypothesis into its second decade before it began to be

in 1945 in his classic book teaching seriously questioned and challenged even-
tuallyand learning english as a foreign language however the inadequacies of CA

charles fries explained the hypothesis which became apparent and critics began to raise
was to become the object of considerable their voices against it the reasons behind
discussion in the ensuing years their criticism can be categorized into three

the most efficient materials are those major areas
1 behaviorist psychology and transfer the-

ory
that are based upon a scientific des-
criptioncrip tion of the language to be learned upon which CA was based were
carefully compared with a parallel unable to explain satisfactorily the
description of the native language of creativity and open ended nature of
the learner fries 1945 9 language and learning as demonstrated by

this idea was not totally new bloomfield chomsky 1959

and others had advanced it earlier but 2 the ability of linguistic theory to write
fries timing was right and contrastive comprehensive grammars a prerequisite
analysis fit in very well with the then to using them to compare and contrast
popular theories of behaviorist psychology languages was questioned as well

and structural linguistics based onop these uncertainty is obviously piled upon
theories an approach to language teaching uncertainty in making contrastive
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analyses such uncertainties arise not without reservations
from inadequacies in existing lin-
guistic

modifications to the original CA hypo-
thesistheories the strong were made including the development

version is quite unrealistic and im-
practicable

of hierarchies to explain why some native
it makes demands language target language differences caused

of linguistic theory and therefore of considerable problems in second language
linguists that they are in no position learning while others resulted in minimal
to meet the contrastive analysis difficulty stockwell and bowen 1965
hypothesis also raises many difficulties 9189 18 and stockwell bowen and martin
in practice so many in fact that one 1965 282291282 291 and the use of generative
may be tempted to ask whether it is phonology to explain such things as why a
really possible to make contrastive russian is likely to say tink and a japanese
analyses wardaugh 1970 124 sink when attempting to produce english

3 As language researchers and foreign lan-
guage

think ritchie 1968
teachers began to give systematic

attention to the errors learners unavoid-
ably

A reversal
made they noticed that during the heyday of contrastive

A learners made errors which could analysis in the united states a colleague
not be explained by the structure of across the atlantic was advocating another
their native language kind of language analysis for language

B learners did not make many of the teaching which now overovel twenty years
errors that CA predicted they would later sounds strangely familiar in 1957

W R lee recommended that ESLEFLC there were remarkable similarities in
teachers analyze their students mistakesthe errors made by all second language
instead of them whileavoiding or ignoringlearners irrespective of their native not denying the theoretical basis of con-
trastivetongue taylor 1975 392 tra stive analysis lee presented the following

As the dissent increased CA was labeled argument in favor of what he called
everything from a pseudo procedure mistakes analyses
wardaugh 1970 to psychologically in-

valid
A comprehensive review of the pho-
netictaylor 1974 30 one study material is andcollected data on nearly 2500 japanese

unnecessary
indeed digressive attention should belearners of english and like many others focused on the difficult points andreached the following negative conclusion those which cause little bother may be

tests were administered to large left more or less to look after them-
selvesnumbers of japanese learners of and this is where mistakes

english and their performance on the analyses come in for if these analyses
tests was compared to the predictions are based on the speech of enough
that were derived from each analysis learners and of a sufficient variety of
about the difficulty that japanese learners of the same linguistic back-

groundshould have in english none of the they enable a teacher to
analyses demonstrated an adequate prophesy to guess at probable
capacity to make such predictions and types of error from a knowledge of the
our conclusions as to the present first language only is without doubt
validity of contrastive analysis are to take a somewhat far off view of
correspondingly negative whitman teaching problems thus if a first
and jackson 1972 30 language has no final irr I1 as in

while this flood of criticism demolished laughing it is a good guess that an-
otherthe strong version of the CA hypothesis nasal may be substituted as in

another version of CA the weak or ialllaliailacalfinlalfinlal ninfin but this is not at all the
explanatory version survived the storm same thing as seeing that it is sub-

stitutedwardaugh 1970 described it as having and in what positions
certain possibilities of usefulness and its study of the mistakes themselves

applicability to phonology dulay and burt seems to be a short cut lee 1957
1972 239 was acknowledged although 798379 83
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however practical and sensible lees target language emphasized intralingual
mistakes analyses might have been his developmental sources of error the uni-

versalidea did not gain acceptance until nearly a learning processes of generalization
decade later when new trends in psychology and simplification were viewed as being
and linguistics brought with them the idea important while native language transfer
of language as creative rule governed behav-
ior

the basis of CA was generally disregarded
and of language learning as the formation dulay and burt for example in a classic but

and testing out of hypotheses about the controversial study examined the acquisi-
tionfeatures of the new language when this of english grammatical morphemesmorphemes by

happened emphasis was shifted away from spanish speaking and chinese speaking child-
rena preoccupation with teaching towards a and found that only 4.74747 of the

study of learning corder 196719 67 163 and errors were due to language transfer
errors were no longer seen as evils to be dulay and burt 1974a 132 they con-

cludedavoided but rather as the inevitable result of that universal cognitive mechanisms
the evolution of the learners underlying are the basis for the childs organization of a
ruleruie governed systems and hence valuable target language and that it is the 12 system
for several reasons rather that the LIll11 system that guides the

acquisition process dulay and burt i974bA learners errors then provide evi-
dence of the ssystem of the language 360

that he is using ie has learned at a unfortunately many of these early
particular point in the course and it studies had serious flaws in their design

must be repeated that he is using some andor methods which biased their results
system alalthoughthough it is not yet the right and laid them open to later criticism
system they are significant in three cancicancinono 1976 and rosansky 1976
different ways first to the teacher in
that they tell him if he undertakes a A reaction
systematic analysis how far towtowardsards while condemning CA and proclaiming
the goal the learner has progressed the virtues ofofeaafeaEA the advocates of the latter
and consequently what remains for approach did not adequately allow for the
him to learn second they provide to possibility that there are corresponding
the researcher evidence of how lan-
guage

weaknesses in EA which would make error
is learned or acquired what based theories and materials as inadequate

strategies or procedures the learner is and one sided as contrastively based theories
employing in his discovery of the and materials are schachter and celce
language thirdly and in a sense murcia 1977 442 in at least a partial
this is their most important aspect defense of the strong apriori version of the
they are indispensable to the learner original CA hypothesis as far as it applies to
himself because we caricancarl regard the the learning and use of a particular construc-

tionmaking of errors as a device the learner in english and with the purpose of
uses in order to learn it is a way the pointing out some of the weaknesses in
learner has of testing his hypotheses dependence on error analysis alone
about the nature of the language he schachter 1974 examined relative clause
is learning the making of errors formation in compositions written by ESL
then is a strategy employed both by students from four unrelated language back-

groundschildren acquiring their mother tongue her initial error analysis led to a
and by those learning a second lan-
guage

conclusion that persian and arab learners
corder 1967 167 have far more difficulty producing relative

thus in a reversal of the previously clauses than do chinese and japanese learn-
ersheld theory which had emphasized the and that relative clause formation in

differences between first and second lan-
guage

english is quite a minor problem for chinese
acquisition the new trend was to and japanese learners of english which she

discover similarities between the two pro-
cesses

subsequently demonstrated to be completely
error analysisanalysanalisis in contrast with CA false as a further more extensive examina-

tionwhich had viewed the learners native lan-
guage

revealed the learners real difficulties
as a major source of errors in the schachter concluded that the initial error
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analysis which had concentrated solely on considered and analysis should include
errors and had not taken into account total how often a structure is used both
learner production had resulted in a distor-
ted

correctly and incorrectly
narrow view of the learners difficulties 4 the identification of points of difficulty

by excluding an improtantimprotant factor avoidance in the target language
of relative clauses by the japanese and the assumption that frequent errors
chinese students unerringly indicate points of difficulty

it is plausible and I1 think correct to is challengeable moreover question-
ablesuppose that they produce fewer rela-

tive
means are often used to identify

clauses in english because they are errors in the first place numbers 2 and
trying to avoid them and that they 3 ababoveove
only produce them in english when 5 the ascription of causes to systematic
they are relatively sure that they are errors
correct which would also account for caution is advised in ascribing the large
the extremely small number of errors number of ambiguous errors to either
they make what we encounter is a interlingual or developmental sources
phenomenon of avoidance due to a
difficulty which was predicted by the 6 the biased nature of sampling procedures
apriori approach but which the sampling procedures in most studies to
aposteriori approach can not handle date have been limited and biased in at
atatallschachterl974210allaliail schachter 1974 210 least one of the following areas

11. background languages of subjects
schachtersSchach ters use of this broader view called 22. the subjects themselves
performance analysis PA which attempted 33. data samples
to analyze the learners overall performance there is also a danger of analyzing per-

formancenot restricting analysis to errors alone and formance errors as competence errors
the conclusions she reached were supported
by the work of others such as kleinmann complete confidence in error analysis

1977 who found that adult speakers of declined as its drawbacks became apparent
spanish and arabic avoided producing a at the same time reconciliatory moves back

variety of english constructions whose toward the idea of native language transfer
difficulty was predicted by contrastive were made

analysis one should not be too hasty in ruling

the limitations of error analysis were out the influence of transfer in the 12
outlined more extensively in a later article acquisition process as some recent

by schachter and celce murcia 1977 studies have urged the definition
which listed six weaknesses in error analysis of language transfer should not be

research limited before it is fully understood
by restricting our concepts we might

1 the analysis of errors in isolation be unwittingly dictating certain results
extracting learners errors from the cor-
pus

and closing the door on much poten-
tiallyin which distorts thethey occur productive research cancino

conclusions of the analysis by excluding 197619764444
the learners non errors from considera-
tion A reconciliation

2 the proper classification of identified today many research reports are will-
ingerrors to acknowledge the influence of both

error analysis requires the making of native language interference and develop
numerous questionable decisions fre-
quently

mental ofmentalintralingualintralingual sources error eg
quent ly the source of error is ambi-
guous

butterworth and hatch 1973 238 and
eg as in the following sentence ravemcravem 1978 153 and some see the con-

vergenceamericans are easy to get to guns of transfer and overgeneralizationgeneralizationover
3 statements of error frequency as an important source of errors andersen

error frequencies should be stated in 1978197811 in such studies however the ori-
ginalrelative rather than absolute terms CA hypothesis is often given a new

obligatobligantobligatoryoptionalObligatory0 ry optional contexts must be twist
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instead of attributing interference to lingual and intralingual sources of error in
habit formation and transfer theory it is second language learning
seen as the result of a learning strategy
since the language acquisition process is thus we conceivec6nceive the order of acquisi-

tionthought to involve active hypothesis test-
ing

of english grammatical mor
by the learner interference errors are phemeschemes as resulting from an interplay

taken as evidence that the learner begins of at least two factors one factor
with the hypothesis that the target language consisting of variables such as fre-

quencyis just like the native language and that this and salience seems to direct

hypothesis is used until evidence resulting in the order or acquisition toward a
universal order but a second factoris thenew hypotheses gathered through ana-

lysis of input corder 1967 168168kellermankellerman transfer from the native language

1977 and cancino rosansky and schu-
mann

modulates the order so as to produce
19781978218218 differences between learners of dif-

ferent language backgrounds hakuta
A more unexpected modification to the andandcancinocancino 197719773083091977308308309308 309

contrastive analysis hypothesis with its ori-
ginal

an interesting combination of the
emphasis on the differences between two hypotheses is made by taylor 1975

languages as sources of difficulty and errors 394 who found that
and the greater the difference the greater

the difficulty is the idea that interference intermediate subjects made a higher
may be greatest when the first language and proportion of errors attributable to
second language are similar for example overgeneralizationgeneralizationover than did the ele-

mentarybased upon his english learning subjects subjects and conversely
use of both content and function words the proportion of elementary errors
from norwegian in a slightly anglicized attributable to transfer exceeded
form as in the sentences kan du come i the proportion of intermediate trans-

fermorgen can you come tomorrow errors the major conclusions
and viivilvilvii du have coffee will you have are then that reliance on overgeneral
coffee ravern 1978 153 concludes ization is directly proportional to
that the more closely tvotwo languages are re-
lated

proficiency in the target language
the more there is which can success-

fully
and relianrellanreilanreliancece on transfer is inversely

be transferred such an idea also ex-
plains

proportional As proficiency
the relative persistence of such things increases reliance on transfer de-

creasesas no plus verb negation by spanish speakers and reliance on overgeneral
learning english schumann 1978 suggests ization increases
that the extent of preverbalpre verbal negation no this idea has received support from other
plus verb by ESL learners depends on the researchers who have concluded that inter-

ferenceposition of the negative in the learners errors appear primarily in the
native language when the first language has earliest stages of acquisition hakuta and
preverbalpre verbal negation this form is used exten-
sively

cancino 19771977301301
in english and is very persistent on

the other hand when the learners native A new direction
language has late or postverbalpost verbal negation the
preverbalpre verbal negation is only fleeting and the recently a new kind of language
learner moves on to correct english negation analysis has come onto this scene of rather
with the full realization of the auxiliary tenuous harmony between contrastive anal-

ysismore quickly it is difficult to decide error analysis and performance anal-
ysiswhether this modification to the original this newcomer called discourse

CA hypothesis which upholds the idea of analysis takes a distinctly different ap-
proachnative language interference while reversing to the task of analyzing language

the similar easy different difficult relation-
ship

acknowledging the human learner s status
advanced by fries and Uladodo is a vin-

dication
as a social being discourse analysis DA

dication or a reversal of CA it cannot be analyzes language in the social context
denied however that current thought while not rejecting the need for phono-

logicaltends toward an acceptance of both inter morphological and syntactical stud
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ies proponents of DA proclaim its pre-
eminence

clation of the complexities of both language
and language learning and an understanding

in focusing only upon the structures of the difficulty of analyzing them looking
at the sentential level we have per-
petrated

back on what has emerged from the various
pet rated a misleading simplification controversies one is forced to conclude
of the language acquisition process that one single view of the language learn-

ingwe have overlooked the need for the process attractive though it may be
learner to acquire a whole other will not account for the diverse phenomena
system of language namely the struc-
tural

that exist schachter and celce murcia
unity that exists at the discourse 1977 449450449 450 unfortunately in the

level in addition it has been past and even now too many have been
suggested that by focusing solely guilty of underestimating that complexity
on the linguistic form of the learners while taking extreme positions which have
speech product we have virtually hindered rather than encouraged real pro-

gressignored an important data source
namely the language input to which one of the most important outcomes
the learner is exposed some of the CAEACA EA struggle has been the realiza-

tionresearchers would
A

go even farther that it is indeed possible to take what
and say that it is the interaction is right from both methods the two
of the input and the linguistic product views are not necessarily mutually exclusive
which is most enlightening larsen and fitted together properly they form a
freeman 1978 173 more powerful tool for linguistic analysis
it is not enough to look at frequency it is hoped that advances in performance
the important thing is to look at analysis and discourse analysis will work

together with error analysis and contrastivethe corpus as a whole and examine
the interactions that take place within analysis in increasing the present under-

standingconversations to see how that inter-
action

of the complex process of learning
itself determines frequency a alanguagelanguageslanguage

of forms and how it shows language
function evolving hatch 1978
402

while the potential value of this supra references
sentential perspective cannot be ignored

andersen W 1978 the relation-
ship

it will be of greatest value as a broadening roger
between first transferrather than a usurping influence it is language

reassuring to note that so far at least and second language overgeneral
ization data from the enenglish91 ish ofDA has made progress in a positive way

not by tearing down its predecessors but spanish speaking learners paper

by expanding upon them perhaps the presented at the colloquium on
the and use ofacquisition spanishpendulum has finally stopped swinging
and first and secondand language analysis with its implications english as

for language learningteachinglearning teaching can advance languages twelfth annual TESOL

efficient which convention mexico cityin an orderly manner
avoids too much side to side movement butterworth guy and evelyn hatch 1978

A spanish speaking adolescents ac-
quisitionA conclusion of english syntax in

the future is of course impossible evelyn hatch ed second language
to predict and what actually will happen acquisition rowley mass new-

bury housein language analysis remains to be seen
nevertheless researchers and teachers will cancino herlinda 1976 grammatical
undoubtedly benefit from keeping the morphemesMorph emes in second language
past in sight acquisition marta qualifying pa-

perthis overall view of the recent history october 1976 harvard uni-
versityof language analysis results in an appreampre versity
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cancino herlinda ellen J rosansky and kleinmann howard 1977 avoidance
john H schumann 1978 the behavior in adult second language
acquisition of english negatives acquisition language learning
and interrogatives by native span-
ish

271 9310793 107
speakers evelyn hatch ed

lado robert 1957 linguistics acrosssecond language acquisition
cultures ann arborrowley mass newbury house university
of michigan press

chomsky noam 1959 review of skin-
ners

larsen freeman diane 1978 A rationale
verbal behavior language for discourse analysis in second

353526583526265826 58 language acquisition research in
on TESOL 78 washington DC

carcqrcolderr &S rittpitt 1967 the significance TESOL
of learners errors international
review of applied linguistics in lee WR 1957 the linguistic context
language teaching 5 4 161169161 169 of language teaching english

5 language teaching 11 3 778577 85
dulay bawluawl Q and marina kK burtburi 1972

goofing an indicator of childrens prator clifford 1969 adding a second
second language learning strat-
egies

language TESOL quarterly 3 2
language learning 22 2 9510495 104 also in harold B allenalienailen

235252235 252 and russell campbell eds 1972
teaching english as a second lan-
guagedulaydulayheidiheidlheldiHeidi and marina K burt 1974a A book of readings new

errors and strategies in child second york mcgraw hill
language acquisition TESOLSOL quar-
terly S822 129136129 136 ravemcravem roar 1978 two norwegian

childrens acquisition of english
C and marina K burt 1974bdulay theiotleio syntax in evelyn hatch ed secondnatural sequences in child second language acquisition rowley

language acquisition language mass newbury house
learning 24 1 375375337 5533

richards jack C 1971a197 la error analysis
fries charles 1945 teaching and learn-

ing
and second language strategies

english as a foreign language language sciences 17 122212 22ann arbor university of michigan
press richards jack C 1971b197 ib A non contras

tive approach to error analysis
hakuta and herlinda 1977cancinokenji english language teaching 25 3

trends in second language acquisi-
tion

204219.204219204 219
reserachRe serach harvard educational

review 474732943164732943 294316294 316 ritchie william C 1968 on the explana-
tion of phonic interference lan-
guagehatch 1978a with cautionevelyn apply learning la18l8 3 & 4 183197183 197paper presented at the neuchatelNeuchatel T 1

conference berne switzerland rosansky EJ 1976 second language
acquisition research A question
of methods unpublished eddhatch 1978b discourseevelyn analysis thesis harvard university

and second language acquisition
in second language acquisition schachter jacquelyn 1974 an error in
rowley mass newbury house error analysis language learning

242422 205214205 214
kellerman eric 1977 towards a charac-

terizationterization of the strategy of transfer schachter jacquelyn and marianne celce
in second language learning inter-
language

murcia 1977 some reservations
studies bulletin 2 1 concerning error analysis TESOL

5814558 145 quarterly 111144 44145144145441 454511
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schumann john H 1978 the acquisition taylor barry P 1974 toward a theory
of english negation by speakers of language acquisition language
of spanish A review of the litera-
ture

learninglearning24124124 1 233523 35
paper presented at the collo-

quium on the acquisition and use taylor barry 1975 adult language
of spanish and english as first learning strategies and their peda-

gogicaland second languages twelfth implications TESOL quar-
terlyannual TESOL convention mexico 949 4 391399391 399

city wardaughbonaldWardaugh eonaldBonald 1970 the contrastive
stockwell robert P and J donald bowen analysis hypothesis TESOL quar-

terly1965 the sounds of english and 4422 j23123130123 130
spanish chicago the university whitman randal L and kenneth L jackson
of chicago press 1972 the unpredictability of

stockwell robert P J donald bowen contrastive analysis language
and john W martin 1965 the learning221learning 222211 294129 41

grammatical structures of english
and spanish chicago the uni-
versity of chicago press




